European Voluntary Service
(EVS)

Volunteer Handbook
For sending UK volunteers to overseas EVS projects
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What is European Voluntary Service?
European Voluntary Service (EVS) is a ‘Youth in Action’ Scheme which encourages 1830
year olds to undertake long or short term volunteering in Europe. The scheme is fully
funded in order to make the projects as accessible as possible. The projects are voluntary,
unpaid and importantly, volunteers do not replace paid workers or financially profit the
hosting organisation.

What are the benefits of EVS volunteering?
Volunteering through EVS provides young people with a reallife international learning
experience, encouraging social integration, increasing employability and offers
opportunities to show solidarity with other people.
Among many benefits, organisations and local communities are strengthened by the
experience of European partnerships who exchange cultural knowledge and good
practice, increasing awareness and understanding of international youth work.
EVS aspires to develop solidarity and promote tolerance among young people, primarily to
reinforce social cohesion in the European Union. It promotes active citizenship and
enhances mutual understanding among young people.

Who is Concordia?
Concordia International Volunteers is a charity committed to international volunteering. Our
programme offers volunteers the opportunity to join international teams of volunteers on
short term (2 3 weeks) international projects in over 60 countries worldwide. Types of
projects include conservation, restoration, arts, children’s projects, teaching and
archaeology. For more information see: www.concordiavolunteers.org.uk
In addition to short term volunteer projects Concordia also support the EVS scheme. As an
approved EVS sending organisation, Concordia supports UK volunteers in searching and
preparing for their project.

Essential Criteria
18 and 30 years old (must be accepted on a project before the EVS deadline prior to your 31st birthday)
UK resident (for a project overseas)
EU citizen or rights to live and work long term in Europe

How much does EVS cost?
It's FREE! EVS is a fully funded scheme therefore the project costs and volunteer
expenses are covered by the EVS grant.
The grant covers costs such as:
· Travel (10% of travel is not funded therefore you may need to fundraise this nominal cost)
· Medical insurance
· Food and accommodation
· Training
· Pocket money (the amount varies depending on the project and destination)
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Where can you go?
Most countries in the EU have EVS projects. Over the past few years we (Concordia)
have sent volunteers to Germany, Spain, Estonia, Italy, Greece, Latvia, Poland,
Holland, Austria and Iceland. Please note that Western Europe is often more
competitive to find a project.
Occasionally there are opportunities to volunteer outside the EU (please note that
non EU projects take longer to apply for and the grant is more difficult to be
awarded).

What types of projects are there?
Social (children, adults, older people, special needs, learning difficulty, physical difficulty)
Health (drugs/alcohol, HIV education, care work)
Conservation (wildlife, environment, renovation, gardening, agriculture)
Minority groups (refugees, homeless, disaffected youth)
Arts/cultural (arts/crafts, theatre, media, festival)
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The two types of EVS programme
 Longterm programme:
Longterm projects are between 6 to 12 months. What makes this programme
different from Concordia shortterm international volunteer projects, other than the
length, is that the young person is encouraged to play an active role in finding and
organising their project. This applies during the project itself with emphasis on the
volunteer working with the host to build a mutually beneficial work experience. The
projects last for a specified period of time, which is usually 6, 9, or 12 months. The
longterm programme is open to any young person aged 1830 who is resident in the
UK and who has EU citizenship.
 Shortterm programme:
Shortterm projects are from 2 weeks to 6 months and are aimed specifically at
young people with fewer opportunities who require additional support/mentoring. It
offers a first step to longer term volunteering. Anyone interested in receiving more
information on shortterm opportunities should contact the office directly.

How long does the application process take?
The EVS application process can be quite slow. It is a partnership between the sending
organisation (Concordia) and the hosting organisation (overseas organisation that set up
the project).
There are 5 funding deadlines for EVS applications spread across the year. The
application process can take from anything between two to six months in total.
Please note that the following are the European funding deadlines, not the Concordia
application deadlines. In this case you must submit your EVS application to Concordia at
least one month prior to the next deadline to give you the best chance of finding a project
before we apply for your funding. We do however accept applications throughout the year.

The deadlines for departure dates are detailed below:
Deadline
1 February
1 April
1 June
1 September
1 November

For projects starting between:
1 May and 30 September
1 July and 30 November
1 September to 31 January
1 December to 30 April
1 February to 31 July

Volunteers who are more flexible about where they go and what they do will find it easier
to be placed. EVS projects do fill up very quickly and the competition between places can
be tight.
Last minute Projects: Occasionally EVS projects are advertised last minute. In this case
there may the opportunity to start in as little as a month from when you apply.
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How to Apply
Please Note: Although there is no cost to the volunteer it takes a lot of time, energy
and money to apply for an EVS grant so before applying please think carefully. We
only support the sending of committed volunteers for EVS.
Step 1
Before deciding to apply we suggest you visit the following websites:
·

Connect Youth www.connectyouthinternational.com (more info about becoming an EVS
volunteer)

·

Concordia www.concordiavolunteers.org.uk (more info about Concordia and EVS)

·

Concordia Blog: http://concordiauk.blogspot.com/search/label/evs (stories from our EVS
volunteers overseas)

Step 2
The next step is to fill in the Concordia Application Form giving as much background
information as possible about your experience and motivations. Then email the form along
with a current CV, motivation letter and an electronic passport style photograph to:
evs@concordiavolunteers.org.uk

Step 3
Once accepted by Concordia we will post you a Concordia Volunteer EVS Contract for
you to sign and post back.
At this stage we will also send you a Volunteer Project Information Form for you to
complete and post back. This information gives us an idea of the type of projects you are
interested in and gives you the opportunity to choose an initial 6 choices.
To search for a project you will need to use the EVS database: www.evsdatabase.eu
You can search via country, theme or direct project if you know the EI number.
This public database includes all information on approved projects. Please note that this
database does not tell you the availability of the project. Also the year in the codes are a
just reference of when the project was accredited and so do not bare reference to their
availability.
Once we have your Volunteer Project Information Form back we will contact the hosting
organisations of the projects you have chosen to find out more information on availability
and selection requirements for each EVS project. At this stage we will also send out your
application, CV, motivation letter and photograph.
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Step 4
All replies from hosting organisations will come by email and then be forwarded onto you.
It is important to understand that EVS organisations receive a huge number of emails so
don’t always have the capacity to reply when we apply for you. If we don’t hear anything
for 12 weeks we assume there are no vacancies.
Step 5
We encourage you to search the EVS database often and choose more projects to apply
for. Please send the EI codes of your choices by email. We will repeat the process until
you secure a project. Please think carefully about each project you choose and remember
that due to a large number of applicants and limited time we only have the capacity to
apply for a limited number of projects on your behalf.
In addition to using the EVS database you will receive emails directly from Concordia
detailing projects which have vacancies coming up. Normally there is the opportunity for
you to apply directly to the project. In this case we will give you the contact details. Every
time you do this you must copy Concordia into the email you send and state that your EVS
sending organisation is Concordia UK (2007GB86).
This is often a more successful way of finding a project.
Concordia will also register you with ‘Youth Networks’ a smaller EVS database which
enables you to search for vacancies and apply directly to projects. A bit like a job search
site, you can post a CV and motivation letter and organisations have the ability to find you.
Step 6
If the hosting organisation is interested in you as a potential EVS volunteer they will
normally contact Concordia first and sometimes they ask to fill in another application
and/or do a phone interview with you. In this case you will be contacted by email or phone.
Step 7
If you are chosen for the project then Concordia will contact you and ask you to confirm
your acceptance of the place. It is really important that you think carefully before you
accept as a lot of work goes in (both by Concordia and the host organisation) preparing
the grant application and setting up the volunteer project. The grant application will be
submitted in your name so we need 100% commitment from this stage onwards.
Step 8
You will hear confirmation of your funding around 68 weeks after the EVS deadline the
grant is submitted for. Projects have a 95% chance of being accepted for funding so it is in
most cases fine although there is a small chance your project won’t be funded. In this case
we will prioritise you to find you a replacement project.
Application Checklist
Please send the following typed documents by email:
· A fully completed ‘Concordia Application Form’
· Current CV
· A motivation letter (about half a page describing your motivations to do EVS)
· A recent passport type photo (many organisations ask for this). Keep the photo as
low resolution as possible. If you don’t have access to a scanner you can post one
in to us and we will scan it for you. Please note that the photo is not a judgement of
your appearance it is just so we and the host organisation have a record of what
you look like for when we meet you.
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Preparation and Training
Concordia will help prepare you for the project by making you aware of the conditions that
you can expect whilst on your EVS project. You will be expected to visit the Concordia
office in Brighton after you have been placed on a project for an informal group or
individual meeting (you will need to fund your own travel for this meeting).
Concordia in conjunction with your host organisation and will finalise arrangements such
as booking flights, arranging insurance etc.

A predeparture training event, organised by the UK EVS National Agency (The British
Council), will also be arranged. This training will enable the volunteer to meet other
outgoing EVS volunteers and discuss a number of topics such as health and safety,
expectations, who to contact in case of emergencies etc. The predeparture training
normally runs over 2 week days in a city in England (fees, food, accommodation and travel
are all covered).
Once on your project you will attend an onarrival, mid term training and a final evaluation.

It is essential that you attend all EVS trainings.
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What is Concordia’s role?

In order for EVS projects to take place there needs to be a partnership set up between the
hosting organisation, sending organisation (Concordia) and the volunteer.

Once the volunteer has formally applied to Concordia to undertake a volunteer
project Concordia will offer the following services:

·

Will help you find a project, although it will be your responsibility to search the
database of projects and specify those projects you are interested in. Concordia
may recommend projects available with existing partner organisations.

·

Will develop the partnerships with the relevant hosting organisations.

·

Once you have been selected for a project Concordia will help you define the
conditions of your project such as the start and end dates, living arrangements
expenses etc.

·

Will send the necessary paperwork for your host organisation to apply for the EVS
grant to cover your costs.

·

Will help you prepare for the project by making you aware of the conditions that you
can expect whilst on your EVS project.

·

Will offer on going support by email and arrange an evaluation session for when
you arrive home, offering you follow up activities.
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Volunteer’s responsibilities
Once your application has been accepted by Concordia you will need to do the
following:

·

Research the available projects and determine those you are interested in.

·

Write specific motivation letters for those projects you wish to apply for and supply
any necessary supporting documents.

·

Once selected for a project you commit to it for the full period.

·

Attend a meeting at the Concordia office in Brighton after being selected for a
project.

·

Attend a predeparture training in the UK.

·

Research and ask questions about the project and country you will volunteer in.

·

Attend onarrival, mid term trainings and a final evaluation in the country you
volunteer.

·

Keep in regular contact with Concordia during the project.

·

Write blog entries for the Concordia website.

·

Attend a final evaluation meeting on your return and fill in a Concordia evaluation
form.
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“I've made friends from all over the world and travelled to so many interesting places. In
short, I've already gained so much from my time in Austria so far, and am excited to see
what else is in store!”
(Joe, EVS volunteer in Austria)
“Not only is EVS a means of living in another country for an extended period of time, it's a
means of really knowing that country, really learning the language in a way never possible
at home, and above all, it's a means to do something useful, something important. I don't
think you can ever really know what you're capable of until you do something that
challenges you.”
(Liam, EVS volunteer in Spain)
“Going to Germany for EVS opened up a lot of doors for me and I got to meet lots of new
interesting people. I would recommend it to anyone. It was a lot of fun!”
(Katie, EVS volunteer in Germany)

We wish you the very best as you embark on your EVS adventure – enjoy! J
Chloe Foster
Concordia International Volunteers
19 North Street, Portslade, Brighton, BN41 1DH
evs@concordiavolunteers.org.uk
www.concordiavolunteers.org.uk
01273 425513
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